Segmentation by watershed transform is a fast, robust and widely used in image processing and analysis, but it suffers from over-segmentation. We present in this paper some improvements to this algorithm based on the evolutionary algorithm and mathematical morphology in order to get over this difficulty. The performance of this method is validated on medical images. The results obtained show the good performance of this approach.
INTRODUCTION
The segmentation is a very important stage in images and interpretation processing. There are two main approaches to segmentation: the frontier approach and the region approach [18, 19] . The segmentation by watershed combine the two approaches [1, 2] .This is a powerful technique for rapid detection of both edges and regions.
The major problem of the watershed transform is oversegmentation. Indeed, this algorithm is sensitive to any local minimum in the image, and tends to define the lines of the watershed transform where each local minimum gives rise to a region. To avoid this problem, powerful tools adapted to different problems have been proposed in the literature [3, 7] :  Either reduce the number of minima and avoid calculation of too many regions.
 Proceed by either filtering techniques by merging the regions according to similarity criteria after spectral and spatial application of the watershed. We have used markers to reduce the number of regional minima.
Considering the great success of the evolutionary algorithms in the optimisations problems, we exploit them to get over the over-segmentation. We have presented an algorithm of segmentation by evolutionary watershed (EW).
In Section 2 image segmentation with watershed algorithm is presented. Section 3 gives an introduction to evolutionary algorithm. The evaluation criterion of segmentation is detailed in the next section. The proposed evolutionary watershed noted (EW) is presented in section 5. In section 6, a validation of our approach is given; experimental results are obtained by medical images. Finally we give a conclusion.
WATERSHED ALGORITHM
The watershed transform is a morphological tool for image segmentation. It is proposed by Digabel et Lantuejoul [1, 2, 4 ], which consider a grey level image as a topographic relief. If one combines the grey level of each point at an altitude. It is then possible to define the watershed transform as the ridge forming the boundary between two watersheds. This is to compute the watershed of the said relief. Watersheds thus obtained correspond to regions of the image.
Watershed represents the boundaries between adjacent catchments. The minimum can be interpreted as markers of watershed regions and the watershed can be interpreted as contours, figure 1.
Fig 1: Modelling of contours by watershed transform
Many pre-processing techniques are proposed by the different researchers (filters, morphological operators) were then designed to reduce the number of regions not significant. Nevertheless, the work of Beucher [1, 2] demonstrated the limitations of these methods namely the over-segmentation.
The over-segmentation.
The use of the single watershed algorithm does not really good segmentation because far too many regions are detected, figure 2. There are two main methods to limit this oversegmentation:
 hierarchical watershed segmentation [1, 2 , 9] ..  and watershed by markers [3 , 10, 11] .
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Fig 2: Over-segmentation
The hierarchical segmentation: The hierarchical approach is to generate a tree of regions from the result of the watershed. Regions and watershed are first indexed, and then the process of hierarchical segmentation process merges the regions whose borders are the lowest. The result is a tree in which it is possible to explore the different levels of fusion regions [1, 2, 6, 8, 9] . Several studies have been made to get over the problem of over-segmentation by markers [1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11] .
Mathematical morphology
Mathematical morphology is a nonlinear branch of the signal processing field and concerns the application of set theory concepts to image analysis. Morphology refers to the study of shapes and structures from a general scientific perspective. Morphological filters or operators are nonlinear transformations, which modify geometric features of images.
These operators transform the original image into another image through the iteration with other image of a certain shape and size which is known as structuring element [10] .
The structuring element is a basic structure that will be used to analyze locally, by comparison, the shapes of interest. The choice of shape and size of the structuring element is very important: it influences the result [10] , it may take the form of a disk of radius r, a rectangle or other shape.
There are several morphological tools in image segmentation namely erosion, dilation, reconstruction etc. We are interested in this work in the morphological dilation.
Morphological dilatation
Let X be a subset of E. If with any x we associate a position B(x) of the structuring element B, then the set X dilated by the structuring element B is defined as following:
The structuring element B, denoted by its center is moved to occupy successively all positions of the space E. For each position, we ask the question: does B intersects at X? Positive responses are all dilated, figure 3. In what follows, we propose a marker-based watershed on mathematical morphology and evolutionary strategies.
EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGIES
Evolutionary strategies (ES) are particular methods for optimizing functions. These techniques are based on the evolution of a population of solutions which under the action of some precise rules optimize a given behavior, which initially has been formulated by a given specified function called fitness function [16] .
An ES algorithm manipulates a population of constant size. This population is formed by candidate points called chromosomes. Each of the chromosomes represents the coding of a potential solution to the problem to be solved, it is formed by a set of elements called genes, these are reals [17] .
At each iteration, called generation, is created a new population from its predecessor by applying the genetic operators: selection and mutation. The mutation operator perturbs with a Gaussian disturbance the chromosomes of the population in order to generate a new population permitting to further optimize the fitness function.
This procedure allows the algorithm to avoid the local optimums. The selection operator consists of constructing the population of the next generation. This generation is constituted by the pertinent individuals [16, 17] . 
EVALUATION OF A SEGMENTATION
There are a multitude of segmentation methods whose effectiveness is difficult to assess. Currently, some work has been done to solve the general problem of evaluating a segmentation result [12, 13] . There are two types of evaluation approaches [14] .
The first evaluates the quality of a segmentation result by measuring its similarity to reference segmentation. Several studies have been made in medical imaging [15] .
The second is based on unsupervised evaluation criteria for estimating the quality of a segmentation result from statistics calculated for each detected region.
There are several criteria for evaluating unsupervised segmentation [14] . The value of each criterion increases with the quality of the segmentation result [14] .
A criterion value close to 1 indicates a very good result of segmentation. Different criteria are described in detail in [13] , we are interested in this work in the criterion of Levine and Nazif.
Inter-region contrast of Levine and Nazif
This criterion computes the sum of contrasts of regions (R i ) weighted by their area (A i ). The contrast of a region is defined from the existing contrasts with regions that are contiguous. 
PROPOSED SEGMENTATION
We have developed a segmentation method based on evolutionary strategies, and watershed noted EW.
Proposed coding
The EW algorithm consists of selecting among all of the possible partitions the optimal partition by maximizing a criterion for validating segmentation. This leads to identify region in the image markers (Ps) 1  s  C and using the structuring element S in morphological gradient and in the morphological dilation. Thus we suggest the real coding as:
The chr chromosome is a real line vector of dimension CN+M. P sj is formed by coordinate (x, y) of this point, then N=2, P s (x s , y s ).
The structuring element S is a positive integer greater than 2. Example: C=2; N=2; M=1 Chr = (P 1 , P 2 , S) = (x 1 ,y 1 ,x 2 ,y 2 ,S 1 )
The proposed fitness function
Let chr be a chromosome of the population formed by the point (Ps)1sC, for computing the fitness function value associated with chr, we define the fitness function CRE (chr) (inter-region contrast of Levine and Nazif) presented in paragraph (4.1) which expresses the behavior to be optimized. The chromosome chr is optimal if C IR (chr) is maximal. Figure 5 shows the different steps of the proposed evolutionary watershed EW algorithm.
The proposed EW algorithm

Stage 1:
1. Fix: -The size of the population maxpop.
-The maximum number of generation maxgen.
-The number of region C=2.
Read the original image I.
3. Gradient of the I. 4. Generate randomly the population P: P = {chr 1 , .., chr k , ..., chr maxpop } 5. Compute for each chr of P its fitness value C IR (chr). 
EXPERIMENTALE RESULTS
Introduction
In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed method we have considered 5 grey level medical images denoted respectively I0, I1, I2, I3 and I4. We have compared the results obtained by our method with those obtained by watershed without markers. 
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The proposed method is applied to 5 medical images (Xray, MRI): cell, muscle and brain. The proposed algorithm converges quickly and no more than 6 iterations in all images I0 to I4, figure 6 (d). Indeed the optimal chromosome obtained by EW is according to its fitness value calculated by the criterion of Levine and Nazif, table1. This chromosome is the best segmentation. It consists of markers of the image and the structuring element used in the gradient and the morphological dilation. The results of segmentation by the proposed algorithm EW shows clarity and detecting objects (contours and region) the problem of local minima and the choice of the structuring element is eliminated. The problem of oversegmentation is solved. The algorithm is useful to segment the objects that touch each other in an image.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a method of segmentation by watershed and evolutionary algorithm. We have calculated automatically region markers and structuring element. The markers are used to control the watershed to obtain good results.
The markers are generated automatically positioned and thereby avoiding the problem of over-segmentation, and manual marking.
